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Abstract: Millions of people with vision impairment or vision loss face considerable barriers in using
mobile technology and services due to the difficulty of text entry. In this paper, we review related
studies involving the design and evaluation of novel prototypes for mobile text entry for persons
with vision loss or impairment. We identify the practices and standards of the research community
and compare them against the practices in research for non-impaired persons. We find that there
are significant shortcomings in the methodological and result-reporting practices in both population
types. In highlighting these issues, we hope to inspire more and better quality research in the domain
of mobile text entry for persons with and without vision impairment.
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1. Introduction

As our societies are increasingly permeated by information and communication tech-
nologies, the mediation of transactions, interactions, identities and participation through
digital means requires a significant level of digital skills on behalf of individuals [1].
These skills are critical for the ability to perform tasks and solve problems in the real
world using the assistance of digital environments and also to perform tasks and solve
problems that may exist only in the virtual worlds themselves [2]. Digital skills were
oriented toward hte use of a personal computer, but recent years have seen the emergence
of mobile platforms (e.g., smartphones, tablets and smartwatches) as the predominant
computing device for a significant part of the population, especially those belonging to
vulnerable or at-risk segments of society [3]. Therefore, the inability to take full advantage
of mobile technology, especially smartphones, can lead to or deepen existing social, cultural
and economic exclusion [4]. Furthermore, mobile digital skills are increasingly important
due to the benefits of mobile health applications in health and wellness management [5].
The ability to input text with a digital device rests at the core of mobile digital skills. It is a
means to provide instruction and data to various applications and services running on the
device (e.g., searching the web, saving contact details and taking notes) or purely for the
scope of digitally mediated communication with other humans.

While input methods to assist mobile text entry have been extensively studied in
the recent literature (e.g., see [6]), text entry research has focused much less on the needs
of persons with vision problems. Definitions of what constitutes a vision problem and
its severity vary across countries and even within research [7]. Using the World Health
Organization’s International Classification of Disease as a guide [8], for the purposes of
this paper, we use the term Vision-Impaired or Blind Persons (VIBPs) to describe people with
uncorrected or uncorrectable impairements of visual acuity, the visual field, light sensitivity,
contrast vision, binocular functions or light perception. This description includes a range
of conditions such as cataracts, glaucoma, macular degeneration and blindness (including
the legal, scientific and literal senses of blindness).
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It can be assumed that the VIBP population group is not sufficiently large in order
to attract more attention from the research community, but in reality, permanent vision
impairment or blindness are experienced by over 100 million people worldwide, while
unaddressed vision impairments are estimated to affect over 800 million people, with preva-
lence up to four times higher in low- and middle-income countries or communities [9].
Furthermore, the impact of vision impairment and blindness on the quality of life of per-
sons affected by them is significant. Further from reduced independence in daily life and
activities, children VIBPs may suffer from motor, psychological and social development
issues, while adult VIBPs are at higher risk of depression and anxiety, and older adult
VIBPs are exposed to significantly more physical and psychological risks than the rest of
the population [10–13]. The use of mobile technology can mediate some of these risks
by increasing independence in daily activities and by facilitating communication and in-
terventions that address cognitive and psychological needs. However, the use of mobile
technology is strongly contingent on the ability to overcome the barrier of learning and
applying the core skill of mobile text entry. If not overcome, this barrier can significantly
deepen the societal divide, health risk and exclusion posed by the challenges of low vision
or blindness.

A range of assistive technological tools to facilitate mobile text entry by VIBPs has been
implemented in the context of research but also as commercially available solutions. These
tools rely mostly on audio feedback during text entry and the use of speech-to-text as an
input method, and they may leverage other modalities such as haptic feedback. In contrast
to the interaction experience of persons with no vision impairment, where mobile text
entry is primarily visual and therefore unimodal, VIPs interact with mobile text entry in a
heavily multimodal manner. While this multimodal support can offer adequate experience
and performance for users, it can have significant drawbacks due to the reliance on speech
and audio, including reduced privacy in non-private contexts and during use in noisy
environments [14]. As such, the ability to perform text entry with virtual keyboards is
highly desirable due to its practicality and privacy-preserving nature.

In this paper, we present a structured review of recent developments in mobile text
entry for VIBPs. Previous related work on examining this field of research has focused on
aggregate reports of participant performance with input methods but has not examined the
methodological approaches adopted by researchers in the design and evaluation process
of novel prototypes [15–17]. Our work expands the previous literature by examining
the research process (i.e., methodology), rather than the research outcome. Furthermore,
we present findings from a wider body of research than previously examined (24 papers
reporting a total of 26 studies, compared with 11 in [15], 16 in [16] and 19 in [17], which
is the most recent work). Additionally, we sought to discover any differences in practice
between research for this population and research carried out in the context of non-impaired
populations in order to identify areas of focus or improvement for future work. We contrast
our findings from the 26 studies in our literature set against a representative sample of a
further 26 high-quality studies that focus on non-impaired persons.

Therefore, in Section 2, we outline our research questions and the methodology for
collecting and analyzing the previous literature. In Section 3, we present our findings from
the analysis first for the design approaches for mobile text entry for VIBPs (Section 3.1) and
then for the evaluation approaches for the prototypes developed (Section 3.2). We then
compare these findings to the community practices in research for non-impaired persons
in Section 3.3. Finally, Sections 4 and 5 present our discussion and conclusions, respectively.
Before proceeding, we present a brief overview of the Braille writing system, since it plays
a central role in the focus of the related literature, and this brief explanation should be
helpful to readers who are not familiar with the subject.

The Braille Writing System

In this section, we briefly introduce the Braille writing system, which is fundamental to
much of the effort in facilitating reading and writing for VIBPs. Braille represents symbols
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in linguistic writing scripts using the concept of symbol cells, in which a 3 × 2 layout of
numbered dots is uniformly positioned as per Figure 1 (left). Each symbol (e.g., a letter) is
represented by activating a combination of dots in the cell, thus forming a unique pattern
for each symbol. For example, the letter “t” is represented by an activation of dots 2, 3, 4
and 5, as per Figure 1 (right).

Figure 1. The Braille cell (left) and the pattern representing the letter t (right).

On paper, these dots appear as embossed points which are raised when activated or not
present when inactive. Touching the patterns from left to right on paper allows a person
to feel the embossed dots and translate them into language for the purpose of reading.
Writing Braille can be accomplished by using a special typewriter (the Perkins Brailler,
an embossing typewriter with six keys). In the digital age, Braille writing has been enabled
on touchscreen devices by using various commercial and research prototypes that leverage
the basic Braille cell layout. To account for the lack of tactile feedback on a touchscreen,
various methods have been proposed, such as forming patterns in a Braille cell using one
of three interaction paradigms. First, chording is the use of multi-finger presses on the
touchscreen with both hands, as shown in Figure 2 (left). Next, gestural input is the gliding
of a finger along the positions of the dots to be activated, as shown in Figure 2 (middle).
Finally, tapping uses sequential presses of a single finger on the screen to form a pattern,
as shown in Figure 2 (right). A short idle time or a special gesture (e.g., tapping on the
screen with two fingers) may indicate that the user has completed inputting a pattern
using a gesture or a tapping sequence and is ready to move to inputting the next character.
Chording is more akin to writing with a Perkins Brailler, which is the device on which most
persons with vision impairments will have trained with, but it requires the use of both
hands. The other two methods have the advantage of requiring only one hand to use. In all
cases, the lack of tactile sensation regarding the locations of dot areas on the screen means
that such methods must rely on audio or speech feedback and the tactile characteristics of
the device (e.g., the screen’s edge bevel) to guide the user or advanced algorithms to allow
pattern recognition regardless of actual finger positioning.
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Figure 2. Examples of Braille input interaction styles using touchscreens.

2. Survey Methodology

Literature surveys are a valuable research method aimed at making sense of the state
of the art in a given scientific discipline. This is achieved by aggregating, interpreting,
explaining and integrating existing research. Among the various types of literature surveys,
as described in the taxonomy by the authors of [18], the work presented in this paper
is best classified as a scoping review. Scoping reviews focus on the extraction of data
and methodological approaches from each research piece in order to provide an accurate
depiction of the practices and current state of a field. This can be useful for identifying
issues with the current work and challenges or opportunities for the betterment of science
and practices in the field of interest.

To conduct literature surveys, researchers can follow advice from a multitude of
related guidance papers which focus on specific scientific disciplines (e.g., [19,20]) or aim
to provide generic cross-disciplinary guidance (e.g., [21–24]). For this paper, we draw on
the PRISMA methodological approach by Liberati et al. [25], since it contains a complete
and independently validated framework for the article selection process and a thorough
checklist for the contents and structure of the survey paper itself, thus ensuring the quality
of the process and the outputs of the survey. The PRISMA methodology focuses on
systematic reviews that consist of syntheses and meta-analyses of study findings, which
is not the focus of our study. Rather than focusing on specific outcomes (e.g., the effects
of interventions on text entry speed or error corrections), we focus on the methodological
approaches used to design and evaluate interventions regardless of the outcome. Our
paper is therefore structured in the closest possible adherence to the checklist proposed in
the PRISMA methodology and contains only the pertinent items to our objectives, adapted
to the terminology and methods applicable to the domain of human–computer interaction.
From the 2020 version of the PRISMA statement checklist [26], we fully or partially omitted
14 out of a total of 27 items as they were not applicable to our research (see Table 1).

Table 1. PRISMA checklist elements omitted from our review due to not being applicable. Items
without explicitly mentioned subitems were omitted entirely.

Section Omitted Item Omitted Subitem(s)

Abstract 2. Abstract -

Methods 10. Data items 10a
11. Study risk of bias assessment -
12. Effect measures -
13. Synthesis methods 13a–13f
14. Reporting bias assessment -
15. Certainty assessment -
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Table 1. Cont.

Section Omitted Item Omitted Subitem(s)

Results 16. Study selection 16b
18. Risk of bias in studies -
19. Results of individual studies -
20. Results of syntheses 20a–20d
21. Reporting biases -
22. Certainty of evidence -

Other Information 24. Registration and protocol 24a–24c

2.1. Research Questions

The goal of our scoping study is to discover the body of extant work on text entry
research for VIBPs and to examine the methodological approaches used to design such
technology, as well as to evaluate it. Our aim is twofold. First, we aim to provide a
clear indication of the approaches, baselines and standards for newcomers to the field.
Secondly, given our past experience in text entry research for non-vision-impaired persons,
we aim to examine whether the work with vision-impaired persons has been methodolog-
ically approached differently by the research community and whether the difficulties of
working with this population have led to novel approaches or continue to pose signifi-
cant challenges in research practice and research outcome quality. As such, our research
questions are the following:

• RQ1: What are the design approaches used in text entry research for VIBPs (e.g., theory
driven, use of human participants in the design process or use of computational
methods)?

• RQ2: What are the community standards and practices in conducting text entry
evaluations with VIBPs (e.g., sample sizes, evaluation tasks, sample characteristics,
study design and materials and metrics captured during evaluation)?

• RQ3: Do the design and evaluation practices for text entry methods for VIBPs differ
from the community standards in research addressing non-impaired persons?

2.2. Search Strategy

Our study follows a three-stage approach: a planning stage, conducting stage and
analyzing stage. We followed this approach to ensure that our review provided valid and
reliable findings [27].

2.2.1. Planning Stage

In this stage, we defined our information sources, our search strategy and finally the
process of selecting studies (inclusion and exclusion criteria).

Data sources: The main source for selecting our papers was the Google Scholar aca-
demic search engine. Google Scholar searches all the main digital libraries related to
Computer Science and Informatics, including ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, ScienceDi-
rect, and SpringerLink. Additionally, Google Scholar gives the option to explore related
works and citations and apply filters (e.g., year of publication). These characteristics make
it the most comprehensive academic search engine [28], removing the need to perform the
search in each distinct reputable academic repository.

Search terms: In order to retrieve papers related to our review, we selected the follow-
ing core search queries: “mobile keyboard”, “mobile text entry” and “virtual keyboard”.
Each core phrase was combined with three phrases—“low vision”, “blind” and “visually
impaired”—resulting in the formation of nine different search queries, with and without
the boolean AND operator, using term only and paired term queries when the boolean
operator was applied (e.g., [mobile keyboard low vision], and [“mobile keyboard” AND “low
vision”]. We retrieved the first 10 pages of results from Google Scholar for each of these
queries, resulting in 900 publications from which to perform further screening.
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Inclusion and exclusion criteria: In the planning phase, we identified a two-pass
process and related criteria that would be applied after the results of the search queries
were collected. In the first pass, we applied a set of general criteria as follows:

• The publication year was 2013 or later;
• The publication was a scientific article published in reputable conference proceedings

or journals;
• The publication was written in English (for example, a few papers provided an English

title and abstract, but the rest of the paper was written in another language).

For each search query, we applied the “year of publication” filter, electing to include
papers published in 2013 or later in order to provide adequate balance between the breadth
of the search and the relevance of the results to the present-day status. The choice of year
was due to the fact that at the end of 2009 (Q4), the majority of the devices shipped came
with capacitative touchscreens for the first time [29], while in 2013, 90% of shipped devices
came with capacitative touchscreens [30]. Therefore, by 2013, there was enough time for
consumers and researchers to be familiar with this technology, and thus research published
thereafter would be relevant to the current state of the art.

In the second pass, more detailed criteria were applied to evaluate each paper carefully
and decide if it was relevant to include in our review. For this assessment, we considered
whether the paper answered the following questions:

• Does the paper propose a prototype text entry method or input support system (e.g.,
error correction) for mobile devices (smartphone, tablet or smartwatch)?

• Is the proposed prototype intended for use by VIBPs?
• Do the researchers conduct at least one evaluation study with users (non-impaired or

VIBPs)?
• Do the researchers mention details about the evaluation procedure (study environment,

task type, etc.)?
• Do the researchers present evaluation results (e.g., typing speed or error metrics)?

Papers that did not meet all five criteria as per the above five questions, were excluded
from our review.

2.2.2. Conducting Stage

The conducting stage of the review included the retrieval of relative papers based on
the search queries mentioned previously. Based on the PRISMA approach [25], we adopted
a four-stage execution process, shown in Figure 3. However, we modified the process by
performing the identification and screening phases twice: once to manually identify and
screen a core set of publications and once more by using this core as input for an AI-assisted
search tool in order to retrieve further possible results that might have been missed by
Google Scholar. In this second iteration, we applied the same screening process and also
eliminated any duplicates, as explained below.

Identification: For each search query, we applied the “year of publication” filter,
electing to include papers published in 2013 or later in order to provide adequate balance
between the breadth of the search and the relevance of the results to the present-day
status (e.g., in order to include research with touchscreen mobile devices with internet
connectivity and capacitative screens). Result retrieval was carried out in the period from
01 September 2022 to 31 October 2022. For each result, we conducted screening, first by
title and secondly by reading the abstract, in order to eliminate obviously irrelevant results.
This assessment was performed in a non-blinded manner by two reviewers. Disagreements
between reviewers were resolved by consensus. This core set of manually identified results
was imported to Zotero, which is free and open-source reference management software.
Next, we exported the list to BibTeX format and used this as input for Research Rabbit,
an AI-driven tool for research discovery [31]. Research Rabbit uses imported publications
as “seeds” for searching for related content and creates suggestion lists with similar works,
earlier works (that were not already included in the input list) and later works from the
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imported papers. We exported Research Rabbit’s suggestions and imported the new list to
Zotero. After removing duplicates, we performed a final round of screening based on the
titles and abstracts, and from this process, we developed a set of papers for the detailed
eligibility assessment phase. We downloaded the full-text PDFs from the official publishers’
websites or author manuscripts from the authors’ websites in the cases where we did not
have access to the final published content. In cases where neither of these sources were
available for the full text, we contacted the authors to obtain copies of their manuscripts.

Figure 3. Research selection process.

After the manuscripts were collected, the eligibility evaluation phase included the
application of the inclusion and exclusion criteria as detailed previously in a two-pass
process performed in parallel by two reviewers, splitting the list equally between the two
persons. After each reviewer completed his or her part of the list, the outcomes were
independently checked by the other reviewer. Publications which presented uncertainty
over the satisfaction of the criteria were discussed jointly, and as in the cases where dis-
agreements existed, a consensus decision was made. In total, 24 publications were selected
for inclusion in the analysis stage (see Table 2).

2.2.3. Analysis Stage

For this stage, we created a data extraction sheet to record the basic characteristics of
each study and piloted it with five randomly selected results. The sheet was then refined
accordingly as we proceeded to work through the rest of the results, using consensual
approaches to add, remove or modify data fields and the respective data codings. The data
sheet captured the following information in seven sections:

1. Prototype

• Writing script which the user could employ with the prototype (see Section 3.1.1);
• Input style: single-tap, chording or gestural (see Section 3.1.1);
• Target device (smartphone, tablet or smartwatch).

2. Design Phase
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• Main design approach (see Section 3.1.2);
• Use of focus groups in the design;
• Use of pilot study to inform the design;
• Number of non-impaired participants in the pilot;
• Number of blind participants in the pilot;
• Number of vision-impaired participants in pilot.

3. Main Study Participants

• Total number of participants;
• Number of non-impaired participants;
• Number of blind participants;
• Number of vision-impaired participants;
• Number of female participants;
• Participant ages (minimum, maximum, average and standard deviation).

4. Main Study Design

• Ethics approval;
• Study environment (single lab trial, repeated lab trials and field);
• Method of participant familiarization;
• Type of task performed in the study;
• Phrase set used (in the case of transcription tasks);
• Phrase set language (in the case of transcription tasks);
• Number of phrases to be entered (in case of transcription task);
• Corrections allowed during entry.

5. Main Study Metrics

• Text entry speed metric(s) used in analysis
• Error metric(s) used in analysis.

6. Post-Experiment

• Use of post- or mid-experiment questionnaires;
• Use of post- or mid-experiment interviews.

While going through the 24 retrieved papers, we realized that 2 of them reported on
multiple experiments (studies) in the same paper, such as using different prototypes with
different populations or the same prototype under different conditions. We decided to treat
each study as a separate entry in our data extraction sheet. Therefore, we ended up with
data for 26 discrete studies.

2.2.4. Evaluation Studies for Non-Impaired Persons

Our third research question was based on the comparison of the design and evaluation
practices for text entry methods for VIBPs and non-impaired persons. We created a second
set of evaluation studies based on research papers in the field of text entry aimed at persons
without vision impairment or blindness (non-impaired). For this dataset, we used a recently
published list [6] with 460 research papers on text entry research published between 2018
and May 2022, further adding any relevant papers we could find dated after May 2022.
Result retrieval was carried out in the period from 01 September 2022 to 31 October 2022.
Then, we selected papers for inclusion in the analysis, using the same criteria as those
applied in the selection process for text entry methods for VIBPs. Specifically, for this
process, we considered whether each paper answered the following questions:

• Does the paper propose a text entry method or input support system (e.g., error
correction) for mobile devices (smartphone, tablet or smartwatch)?

• Do the researchers conduct at least one study with users without vision impairment
or blindness?

• Do the researchers mention the details of the evaluation procedure (study environment,
task type, etc.)?

• Do the researchers present evaluation results (e.g., speed typing metric)?
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There were many more papers in this set compared with the set of papers related
to VIBPs. Since our aim was not to provide a complete survey of the field of text entry
research for this population, we randomly selected five papers from each publication
year (2018–2022). Data on the studies contained in these papers were captured using a
modified version of the data extraction sheet, which omitted items related to vision loss or
impairment. While capturing data, we realized that two of the selected papers reported on
multiple studies (two each). These papers were published in 2020 and 2022. To maintain
an equal number of studies, we kept these and randomly removed one other study from
the publications in 2020 and 2022, therefore resulting in a total of 26 studies (5 in each
publication year except 2020, which contained 6).

3. Results

In this section, we discuss our findings per each research question, as stated previously.
We begin by discussing the design approaches in text entry research for VIBPs. Next,
we describe the structure and characteristics of the evaluation approaches used for the
developed prototypes and report on the metrics used in these studies. Finally, we perform
the same analysis for studies aimed at VIBPs and contrast the findings.

3.1. Design Methods
3.1.1. Design Concept and Target Device

The studies selected for our review focused predominantly on text entry with smart-
phone devices (22 studies). One study focused on tablet devices [32], one had an adaptation
of the design for both smartphone and tablet devices [33], and two studies focused on text
entry with smart watches [34,35].

In terms of the input method interaction principle, the facilitation of Braille input
was a primary focus for many studies, since this skill is frequently acquired by VIBPs.
Traditional Braille input using a Perkins typewriter uses chording with both hands (mul-
tiple fingers). This input style has been studied for use in mobile devices, but other
methods such as the use of stroke gestures (e.g., [36]) or multiple taps per Braille charac-
ter with a single hand have been proposed (e.g., [37]). Other studies aimed to improve
the usability of QWERTY keyboards for VIBPs (e.g., [38]) or to propose novel gestural
(stroke-based) [39] or alternative layout keyboard-based input methods [40].
Broadly, we can classify all these approaches in terms of using single-finger actions (one
or more sequential taps required to enter one character), chording (simultaneous tapping
with multiple fingers to enter a single character) or gestural entry (single stroke to enter
one or more characters) performed on a touchscreen. In this classification, single-finger
tapping may include different tapping styles (short or long taps or a combination thereof).
Furthermore, we consider gestural input to include whitespace and non-character actions
(e.g., space or delete) which may be performed with a gesture. In several articles where
the underlying user interface was a keyboard (QWERTY or other), the user was required
to explore the keyboard with their fingers in order to locate the desired characters while a
text-to-speech system read out the character under the user’s fingers. While sliding over
the keyboard to locate the desired character can be considered a form of gesture, here, we
are interested solely in characterizing how characters are entered (e.g., via finger lifting
or finger tapping) instead of how they are located in a user interface layout. Thus, such
input methods are also considered single-finger tapping.

Furthermore, we can characterize input methods according to the intended symbol
(character) that they facilitate the entry of. The most obvious are methods which directly
map symbols of a language’s alphabet (characters) to one or more interactive elements
(keys). For example, the QWERTY keyboard has one key for each character of the alphabet,
and the 12-button keypad has 3 characters mapped to each key. Repeated tapping of the
same key allows the selection of the desired character in such keyboards. On the other hand,
Braille keyboards map multiple keys (1–6) to a single character of the alphabet. Finally,
handwriting input with gestures can support constructed scripts (i.e., new writing systems
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with new symbols) which may directly map onto the characters of an existing alphabet.
Palm’s Graffiti (allegedly inspired by Unistroke [41]) is one such well-known example for
mobile computing. The Moon alphabet is a less well-known writing system for the blind
which is based on symbols that can be created with a single stroke.

As such, we could position the retrieved literature along two categorical axes related
to the actions supported or required to perform inputs and the targeted symbols which the
user could produce with the method, as presented in Table 2. From this analysis, we note
that the majority of the publications were related to improving the usability of Braille input
for mobile devices, although there were also several attempts at basing input methods
on variations of the standard keyboard style. Only one publication touched on text entry
using a constructed script: the work of Heni et al. [40], namely for the Moon alphabet.
Given the lack of adoption of Moon script, this is not surprising. However, we might have
expected evaluations of common script using online handwriting recognition, given the
improvements in recent years in this domain and how many low-vision users practice the
skill of physical handwriting, despite its difficulties [42]. We finally note that the majority
of the prototypes involved some form of gesture support as the main method for entering
characters (e.g., [36,38] or as a support mechanism, such as to change keyboard modes
(from alphabetic to numeric) or to perform special actions such as backspacing or marking
the end of a word.

Table 2. Input method characteristics.

Publication Input
Symbology 1 Single Tap Chorded

Entry
Gesture

Entry

Anu Bharath et al. [43] AC • •
Billah et al. [39] AC • •
Buzzi et al. [44] AC • •
Gaines et al. [45] AC • •
Lai et al. [46] AC •
Lottridge et al. [38] AC •
Rakhmetulla and Arif [47] AC • •
Raynal and Roussille [48] AC • •
Samanta and Chakraborty [49] AC • •
Shi et al. [50] AC •

Alhussaini et al. [32] BC •
Alnfiai and Sampalli [51] BC •
Alnfiai and Sampalli [37] BC • •
Alnfiai and Sampali [52] BC •
Dobosz and Szuścik [53] BC • •
Šepić et al. [54] BC • •
Facanha et al. [55] BC • •
Luna et al. [34] BC • • •
Luna et al. [35] BC • • •
Li et al. [56] BC •
Mattheiss et al. [36] BC • •
Southern et al. [33] BC •
Zhang and Zeng [57] BC • •

Heni et al. [40] CS •
1 AC = alphabet character; BC = Braille character; CS = constructed symbol.

3.1.2. Design Methodology

In terms of design, Saffer [58] identified four main approaches, of which three employ
user input as an integral element of the design of a system (user-centered, activity-centered
and system design), while a fourth approach (genius design) relies on designers as the sole
source of inspiration and restricts users to the role of validating these designs. The latter
category can be considered to include the use of computational optimization as a tool to
model human behavior and to rapidly traverse the large design space which is afforded by
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the permutations of user interface element parameters, such as size or positioning and the
arrangement of interactive elements [59]. Computational optimization has been used in the
past to guide text entry method design (e.g., [60,61]). Synthesizing from these perspectives,
we classified the design approaches for the prototypes described in the retrieved works as
follows:

• User-led: This approach produces designs by involving users in all process stages, in-
cluding before the conceptual phase, through methodologies such as human-centered
design, design thinking or activity-centered design;

• Designer-led: This approach produces designs based on designer inspiration. Designs
are guided by classic human–computer interaction theory and principles or are
informed by previous work without any involvement from users in the conceptual
phase, although users may be involved in prototype refinement activities;

• Computation-led: This approach produces designs by making significant use of data-
driven or computational optimization approaches without any direct involvement
from users, other than users serving as the source of raw data fed into the design
process.

Researchers may choose to employ a combination of approaches, such as using human-
centered design principles at the start of the process to elicit requirements or define and
prioritize goals and computational optimization in the prototyping stage in order to narrow
down the design space or using computational optimization to inform or produce a first
iteration of a prototype, followed by co-design or small pilot studies with users to refine
the prototype before the main evaluation. Such combinatory approaches are reminiscent of
mixed-method research, which places emphasis on both the qualitative (user input) and
quantitative (computational optimization) aspects of a design problem [62]. We assume
that designers are familiar with core human–computer interaction theory and principles
and will apply these in any final design. Therefore, we introduce a fourth category that
reflects designs derived using both users and computation in the process:

• Combination: designs which are the product of combining user involvement and
computational methods as part of the design process.

The retrieved works are classified according to their design approach in Table 3. We
note that the majority of the articles adopted a principle-led approach to design. Only
two studies adopted a user-led approach, despite the emphasis given to such approaches
by the broader research community. Three studies adopted a combination approach.
The remaining 19 studies all described prototypes which were generated by the designers
alone. This is a surprising finding, insofar as the practicalities and challenges of vision
impairment not being easy to understand. We would have expected that the research
community would dedicate more effort to understanding the contextual nuances of text
entry for vision impaired persons before proceeding to propose novel designs.

Table 3. Design approach used for text entry methods for VIBPs. The number of papers per approach
is reported in the final row of the table.

User-Led Designer-Led Computation-Led Combination

[44,55]
[32–

37,40,43,45,46,48,50–
54,56,57,63]

- [38,39,47]

2 19 0 3

As part of the preliminary evaluation process, seven studies used a pilot phase to refine
their prototypes (user-led: 2; designer-led: 2; combination: 3). It is again noteworthy that
only two designer-led studies employed human participants as a means for refining their
prototypes. Only one study (combination) used focus groups as part of the design, and this
was only after a pilot evaluation [47]. Pilot studies involved either blind or vision-impaired
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participants, with only one paper reporting pilot testing with both population types [47].
Participant numbers ranged from as low as 2 [44] to up to 13 participants [38].

3.2. Evaluation Methods
3.2.1. Participants

As mentioned in the quality assessment section, all collected research papers included
at least one evaluation study. The number of participants in each evaluation study ranged
from only 1 participant to 14 participants (av: 8.65; stdev: 3.4). Three evaluation studies
involved up to 5 participants, 12 evaluation studies involved from 6 to 9 participants, and
11 evaluation studies involved 10–14 participants. From the 26 evaluation studies, 5 of
them did not mention the gender of the participants, and 4 of them did not mention the
age of the participants. The age of the participants varied from 17 years old to 75 years old.
It is not clear how many participants belonged to a certain age group because some studies
mentioned only the range of the participants’ ages or only the average age of the partici-
pants. The majority of the studies (24) involved a main evaluation with VIBPs. Thirteen
evaluation studies involved only blind persons, 1 only had vision-impaired persons, and 8
evaluation studies involved both blind and vision-impaired persons. The two remaining
studies [45,46] did not involve any blind or vision-impaired persons and were instead
carried out with non-impaired persons. In [45], there were four non-impaired persons,
and the device used for text entry was obscured from their sight (the authors did not
disclose the precise manner). In [46], the participants were 13 non-impaired persons, and
the device was obscured using paper cones attached to the participants’ wrists.

3.2.2. Study Environment

All reviewed papers conducted their evaluation studies in a controlled environment
(lab studies). A mentionable point is that 17 evaluation studies were conducted in a
single session (1 lab experiment), while 9 evaluation studies were conducted in repeated
sessions (repeated lab trials). For example, the authors of [36] conducted a long-term
evaluation study (2 weeks of evaluation of daily training on text input), and in [40], the
researchers conducted a weekly evaluation (one session per day). The main task in all
evaluation studies was a transcription task (ask the participants to transcribe a predefined
set of memorable sentences or phrases), an established methodology for evaluating text
entry [64]. Before the main task, it is also common to offer a familiarization procedure for
the input method. In 15 evaluation studies, a guided tutorial was offered to each participant.
In five evaluation studies, the participants had free time to practice the evaluated input
method, while six studies did not mention details about the familiarization procedure.

Another important parameter during a transcription task is the selection of the phrases
that the users have to type. Most of the researchers created a custom phrase set (16
evaluation studies). In six evaluation studies, an original or modified MacKenzie and
Soukoreff phrase set [65] was used. In one evaluation study, the dataset proposed in [66]
was used. One evaluation study selected words from the Open American National Corpus
(ANC), and one evaluation study used Pinyin, a phonetic spelling system in Roman
characters for inputting Chinese characters. Finally, one evaluation study did not provide
details about the used phrase set. We believe that using a custom phrase sets makes it
more difficult for other researchers to validate the results or to compare them with other
studies. A possible explanation for the use of a custom phrase set could be the option
of conducting the evaluation task with non-English phrases. Actually, in 11 evaluation
studies, non-English phrases were used.

One more important characteristic of the evaluation studies is the number of phrases
that the users have to type and if corrections while typing are allowed. Most of the
evaluation studies (18 of them) asked the users to type a fixed number of phrases, words
or numbers without worrying about the time. On the other hand, five evaluation studies
asked the users to type as many phrases as they could in a given time period. Finally,
three evaluation studies did not give details about this parameter. During a transcription
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task, the decision to allow users to correct their mistypes is a decision that affects their
performance. Ten evaluation studies explicitly reported that corrections were allowed,
two said that corrections were not allowed, and the remaining 14 studies did not provide
this information.

It is a common practice to offer participants a small reward (e.g., a gift card or cash)
as compensation for their time. In six evaluation studies, a flat reward was offered to all
participants. In one evaluation study [33], a performance- and accuracy-based reward was
given, and in one study [56], a mixed reward method was applied, with a flat reward for
all participants and an extra reward for the best participant (performance-based).

3.2.3. Evaluation Metrics

Text entry research is frequently evaluated with an assortment of metrics, which
are described in [67–70]. Researchers are typically interested in the quantification of
performance in terms of speed and errors made during input. Speed of entry is typically
measured in words per minute (WPM), where the time taken to input five consecutive
printable characters (the average length of actual words) is measured, including the time
taken when using backspace or other editing functions. Error rates are measured in various
ways. The error rate (ER) metric refers to the ratio of incorrect characters in the submitted
text over the length of that text. The corrected error rate (CER) and non-corrected error rate
(NCER) measure the number of erroneous but fixed and erroneous unfixed characters over
the length of the total number of entered characters, respectively, regardless of whether they
were deleted. Combining the CER and NCER, the total error rate (TER) is a comprehensive
metric aiming to capture both the fixed and non-fixed errors as well as the effort expended
to fix errors, measuring the total incorrect and corrected characters over the total correct,
incorrect and corrected characters. The minimum string distance error rate (MSD-ER)
calculates the smallest number of edit operations on the entered text in order to precisely
match the text that the participants were supposed to enter. Another metric is keystrokes
per character (KSPC), which measures the number of keys pressed in total during entry
over the length of the submitted text. For gestural input, gestures per character (GPC) is an
equivalent metric to the KSPC. In addition to these frequently used metrics, researchers
can define their own based on the prototype functionality or behavior which they wish
to investigate.

From our collected set of papers, we examined the metrics employed by the researchers,
and we summarize these in Table 4. From this table, we note that WPM remains the
predominant metric for speed, though others have used characters per minute, characters
per second, chording rate and time per task as alternatives for measuring entry speed.
In terms of errors, the predominant metric was the corrected error rate (CER), followed
by the non-corrected error rate (NCER), MSD-ER and Other (the latter two were tied for
third place). Even though the total error rate has been characterized as the most powerful
metric out of all those available, since it captures not just error-making behavior but also
the effort expended to fix errors [68], it was only reported in five studies. An additional
two studies reported both the CER and NCER and therefore could have also reported the
TER, but they did not. Still, challenges in text entry due to errors were left inadequately
captured in the majority of the studies we investigated. We also note that the number of
error metrics reported in the studies ranged from none (e.g., [55]) to a maximum of five
(e.g., [52]), with a mean x̄ = 1.667 and standard deviation σ = 1.685 metrics per study.
This demonstrates that behaviors in the making and correction of errors were insufficiently
reported in many of the studies in this domain.
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Table 4. Metrics used during main evaluation of VIBP prototypes. The number of papers using each
metric is reported in the final row of the table.

Speed Errors

WPM Other ER CER NCER TER MSD-
ER KSPC GPC Other

[33,35–
40,45–
47,49,
50,52,
53,56]

[38,43,
47,48,
54,55]

[47]

[37,38,
43,45,
46,48–
50,52,

56]

[37,38,
43,46,
50,52,

56]

[33,37,
38,52,

56]

[35–
38,52,

53]

[37,38,
52]

[32,
56]

[32,39,
45,47,
50,55]

15 6 1 10 7 5 6 3 2 6

3.3. Comparisons with Text Entry Research for Non-Impaired Persons

In this section, we present an analysis of the studies on text entry for non-impaired
persons, comparing the quantified characteristics of these studies to those reported in the
previous section on studies for VIBPs. Overall, there was greater variability in the type
of device targeted by the prototypes in our set, as seven focused on entry with various
novel virtual keyboard forms, nine investigated gestural entry both on top of virtual
keyboards and disassociated with any particular keyboard layout, and eight more papers
focused on various methods for input support (e.g., error correction, disambiguation and
predictive text). Eleven papers focused on smartphones as the input device, 10 papers used
smartwatch (or wrist-wearable) devices, and 3 papers considered extra-device sensors (e.g.,
finger-worn sensors) as the primary input method (Table 5).

Table 5. Input method characteristics (studies with non-impaired persons).

Publication Target Device 1 Prototype Type Primary Interaction 2

Lee et al. [71] ED Virtual keyboard ST
Lee et al. [72] ED Virtual keyboard ST
Lee et al. [73] ED Virtual keyboard ST

Lee et al. [74] SP Gestural entry GS
Dobosz and Pindel [75] SP Gestural entry GS
Xu et al. [76] SP Gestural entry GS
Ye et al. [77] SP Gestural entry GS
Zhong et al. [78] SP Gestural entry GS
Banovic et al. [79] SP Input support ST
Cui et al. [80] SP Input support ST
Li et al. [81] SP Input support ST
Yadav and Arif [82] SP Input support ST
Zhang et al. [83] SP Input support GS
Zhang et al. [84] SP Input support GS

Go et al. [85] SW Gestural entry GS
Gong et al. [86] SW Gestural entry GS
Lee et al. [87] SW Gestural entry GS
Rakhmetulla and Arif [88] SW Gestural entry GS
Vertanen et al. [89] SW Input support ST
Vertanen et al. [90] SW Input support ST
De Rosa et al. [91] SW Virtual keyboard ST
Jang et al. [92] SW Virtual keyboard ST
Min and Seo [93] SW Virtual keyboard ST
Xu et al. [94] SW Virtual keyboard ST

1 SP: smartphone; SW: smartwatch; ED: external device. 2 ST: single-tap; GS: gesture.
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3.3.1. Design Methodology

As shown in Figure 4, a more balanced approach between design informed by the-
ory and previous works and design informed by a combination of methods including
computational optimization was present in works aimed at users without impairment.
Strikingly, across both population types, a purely user-led design approach made up for
very small percentages of the prototypes presented in the retrieved papers.

Figure 4. Design approaches for prototypes aimed at VIBPs and non-impaired persons.

3.3.2. Participants

We note that the average number of participants per study was almost twice as large
in studies involving non-impaired persons (χ̄ = 15.46, σ = 5.04) compared with studies
involving VIBPs (χ̄ = 8.65, σ = 3.4). The minimum and maximum number of participants
were correspondingly considerably different, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Participation levels in experiments reported by studies.
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While the number of participants in studies involving VIBPs was low, these studies
exhibited a better gender balance on average (51.85%) compared with the studies addressing
non-impaired persons (36.69%), as shown in Figure 6. Furthermore, they encompassed
a wider range of ages, with three of these studies (11.54%) including persons over 65.
On the other hand, older participants were not addressed in any of the studies involving
non-impaired persons.

Figure 6. Participant group diversity in terms of age and gender.

3.3.3. Study Environment

In terms of the actual study design, we observed that 6 studies involving non-impaired
persons were repeated lab trials, while the rest (20) used single sessions (one lab experiment).
No study with in-field settings was found among our selected paper set (Figure 7). All
studies involved the execution of transcription tasks as the main evaluation task. Similar to
the studies for VIBPs, most studies (76.9%) reported a familiarization process before the
start of the actual experiment. In contrast, only 7.7% used a custom phrase set, and no
studies were found where the language was one other than English. The majority of the
studies (61.5%) explicitly reported that error corrections were allowed, while the remaining
studies did not mention information on this aspect. The majority (76.9%) also reported
that the participants had to enter a fixed number of phrases, with the rest not mentioning
the precise number of phrases to be entered. Comparisons with the characteristics of the
studies on prototypes addressing VIBPs are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 7. Evaluation environment settings for prototypes aimed at VIBPs and non-impaired persons.

Figure 8. Evaluation design aspects for prototypes aimed at VIBPs and non-impaired persons.

3.3.4. Evaluation Metrics

Speed of entry was predominantly measured using the words per minute (WPM)
metric (Figure 9). One study utilized the characters per minute (CPM) metric [85], while
two other studies in the same paper [80] did not report on the entry speed, since the
emphasis was on the time required to correct errors already present in the pre-entered
text. In terms of error metrics, the total error rate was the most popular choice (reported
in 38.5% of studies), while the ER, CER, NCER, MSD-ER and KSPC were reported in a
smaller percentage, as shown in Figure 10. Notably, a large proportion of the studies (61.5%)
reported novel metrics alongside more established ones, such as the utilized and wasted
bandwidth [92], word error rate [71] and actions per word [88], among others. Overall, the
studies reported on an average of χ̄ = 3.038, σ = 1.612 metrics.
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Figure 9. Proportion of studies using WPM or other text entry speed metrics.

Figure 10. Proportion of studies using each of the error metrics.

4. Discussion

The analysis in the preceding sections yielded a range of interesting findings. We now
turn to exploring these further in the context of the first two research questions (design
approach and evaluation practice), and at the same time, we contrast these findings with
those from studies with non-impaired persons.

4.1. Design Approaches

Overall, we note that there was an emphasis primarily on smartphone and, to a lesser
extent, smartwatch-based interventions. This contrasts the research for non-impaired
persons, where more imaginative approaches to text entry using extra-device hardware and
sensing were encountered. While it is natural to focus on an input using the same device
where information is delivered, the lack of attention to alternative approaches constrained
the possibilities that might otherwise be afforded by other means of input that could be
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more accessible to VIBPs. For example, solutions such as the use of fingers for chorded
input without a touchscreen, described in [71], might afford a plausible alternative for
visual impairment, since it leverages the tactile and motor abilities that are unaffected
by vision problems and, at the same time, preserve privacy in public environments. We
also note that gesture entry is commonly used in parallel with other input techniques
(i.e., chording and tapping) as a means to provide control for auxiliary actions. These
gestural actions, however, are defined by researchers and not the users themselves, leading
to questions about their suitability and room for improvement in the design space.

The preceding observations could be a result of the designer-led approach mostly used
in studies for VIBPs. It is indeed striking that the overwhelming majority of the prototypes
were designed by the researchers themselves and that only five studies discussed prototypes
derived with input from persons with vision impairment or blindness in the design process.
Lack of user involvement in the design was also observed in studies with non-impaired
persons, though this can be explained by researchers having first-hand experience with
functionality during the design and therefore arguably being in a better position to assess
the suitability of various alternatives as they explore the design space. Naturally, trying
to fully comprehend the experience of a person with vision problems is hard, even with
the use of advanced simulation techniques [95]. Therefore, we would have expected that
stricter adherence to human-centered design principles would have been observed in
research for VIBPs. We also observed that computational optimization played a significant
part in informing the design of prototypes in the domain of text entry for non-impaired
persons, accounting for almost half of studies encountered in our research body, while it
was only encountered in three studies with VIBPs.

4.2. Evaluation Practice

We explored several aspects in the evaluation process of the studies we examined
from a methodological viewpoint. Starting with the participants, we found that studies with
VIBPs involved, on average, a much lower count of participants (χ̄ = 8.65) compared with
the studies with non-impaired persons (χ̄ = 16.15). Still, these numbers seem quite low com-
pared with the average number of participants in human–computer interaction experiments
(χ̄ = 20, σ = 12) reported by Caine [96]. Arguably, the recruitment of VIBPs is harder, as not
only do these persons have to be identified and approached, a process that often involves an
external organization, but it is more difficult (and dangerous) for them to travel to the locus
of the experiment (e.g., a university lab). An alternative for researchers is to conduct the
experiment at the participants’ preferred locations, but this may not be a viable option in
case external research equipment (e.g., eye trackers, cameras or sensing devices) need to be
used. On a more positive note, the studies with VIBPs maintained a better gender balance
(χ̄ = 51.85% female participants), and a small percentage of studies included persons aged
65 or over. Overall, these findings place significant questions on the generalizability of the
reported results, especially considering that we did not encounter analyses on the power
of the study in any of the 26 + 26 studies we examined nor the reporting of effect sizes.
In other words, where results were reported without statistical significance, we could not
be sure if this was due to sample sizes that were not sufficiently large to expose effects
with statistical significance or if any observed differences were indeed not significant. The
external validity of the findings was also threatened by the fact that none took place during
in-field settings and exclusively consisted of laboratory experiments. Worse, the majority of
the studies with both population types were single-round experiments, with approximately
one-third of the studies reporting results from repeated trials spaced out over time with the
same participants.

Delving into the details of how the lab studies were performed, we noted that all
involved a form of transcription tasks, which have been termed as the de facto method
for text entry studies [64,97], even though its validity has been criticized previously and
alternatives have been proposed, such as the image description task or the composition
task [64,98,99]. A significant percentage of the studies in both population types did not
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report important details pertinent to the transcription task, such as whether they used a
fixed number of transcribed phrases or allowed error correction during input (see Figure 8).
One noteworthy difference is that the majority of the studies for VIBPs used custom phrase
sets instead of community-standard ones which had been validated for memorability
and suitability for text entry research (61.5% vs. just 7.7% of studies for non-impaired
persons). This is partly explained by the fact that a significant percentage of the studies
with VIBPs did not use English as the language of input (42.3%), while the studies for
non-impaired persons were conducted exclusively in English. This finding correlates with
the observation that vision problems are more prevalent in countries with middle and
lower incomes [9]. Therefore, researchers might be more likely to address populations from
these areas. However, the use of non-English phrase sets in transcription tasks, which were
produced without quality assurance from a methodological approach, places further doubt
on the internal consistency of laboratory studies [100,101]. Finally, we note that almost a
quarter of the studies with both population types did not mention the use of any process
of familiarizing the participants prior to the experiment. Therefore, it is possible that the
results in these studies were biased in case this was not actually carried out.

We now comment on the metrics used in the evaluation studies. Studies on the proto-
types for VIBPs reported, on average, a narrower array of metric statistics (χ̄ = 1.667, σ =
1.685) compared with the studies involving non-impaired persons (χ̄ = 3.038, σ = 1.612).
This demonstrates that participant performance in these studies with VIBPs was possibly
insufficiently measured, since it is unlikely that a low number of captured metrics can
provide a truly spherical view of their performance. While most studies for VIBPs used the
WPM metric to measure the text entry speed (61.5%), this proportion was lower than that
for studies with non-impaired persons (84.6%). This non-standard method of reporting
places some difficulty on contextualizing the results against a background of other research.
In terms of error rate reporting, a variety of metrics was used to report the results, but even
though the total error rate has been lauded as the most complete measure of both errors and
the effort (if expended) to correct them [68], it was only used in 19.2% of the studies with
VIBPs and 30.8% of the studies with non-impaired persons. An impressive 57.7% of the
studies with non-impaired persons used metrics other than the core ones examined in [68].
Lack of validation for these metrics jeopardizes the informative qualities of the papers that
report them, and they may offer incomplete or incorrect explanations for human behav-
ior [102]. These observations demonstrate a lack of consensus in the research community
concerning the most appropriate ways to report error performance in text entry studies.
This dissonance makes the results in the reviewed literature difficult to contextualize and
compare against related work in the field (e.g., as discussed in [103]).

4.3. Limitations

The limitations in our work are related to the approach used to collect and analyze
the related literature and the fact that the related literature for VIBPs is rather scarce.
Access limitations (paywalls) for some papers recovered from the search process did
not allow us to consider them for inclusion, though these were an insignificant number
of works (two papers). We only included contributions which were published in peer-
reviewed conference proceedings and journals, and therefore data from studies reported
in undergraduate, postgraduate and doctoral dissertations were not considered in our
results. Furthermore, because of the quantity of papers in text entry research for non-
impaired persons, we only included a small sample equal to the number of studies for
VIBPs for the purposes of comparison. The sample was randomly selected, and therefore
another selection might have yielded slightly different results. However, due to the quality
of these papers (all published in highly reputable conferences or journals), we believe this
sample reflects some of the very best work in recent years and therefore presents a solid
standard for comparison. We explicitly did not consider expanding our search strategy
to include the extant strand of text entry research which focuses on text entry for older
adults. In the future, a scoping review that might include older adults and other specific
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population categories might provide a better overview of the entirety of the field of mobile
text entry research. This objective, however, was not in the scope for our current work.

5. Conclusions

Vision impairment and blindness affect millions of persons worldwide, and these
conditions are more prevalent in geographic areas and communities where the risk of
exclusion is higher. The difficulties faced by these persons when performing text entry
on mobile devices place significant barriers on the use of modern services that rest on the
delivery and production of information with these devices. As such, these difficulties place
vulnerable populations at even greater physical and mental health risk and deepen the digi-
tal divide in our societies. In this paper, we attempted a review of recent research on mobile
text entry for persons with vision impairment or blindness, with the objective to identify
the methodological approaches used to design and evaluate related prototypes. Through
this process, we discovered several discrepancies between the published research in this
domain and the research in the domain of mobile text entry for non-impaired persons. We
found that the prototype designs were primarily based on designer inspiration, with little
involvement of the actual end users in the design process despite the strong emphasis on
human-centered design in the wider discipline of human–computer interaction. Further-
more, we noticed that assistive tools such as computational optimization are seldom used to
provide design insights for these prototypes. We also found that prototype evaluations tend
to include a low number of participants and consist exclusively of lab-based experiments,
therefore placing some doubt on the generalizability of their findings. Further issues in the
published studies relate to the frequent omission of important experiment design details,
such as limits on the quantity of text to be entered, information on the process of participant
familiarization with the prototypes and the allowing of error corrections. Studies often
rely on the use of non-validated phrase sets to provide input stimuli for participants which
are not available to other researchers. These issues affect the reproducibility of research
and therefore the ability of the wider community to build on this published experience.
Furthermore, we observed a wide variation in the number and type of metrics reported
in these studies, as well as the omission of important statistical analysis details, such as
an estimation of the study power and the reporting of effect sizes. These shortcomings
detract from the ability of researchers to compare the outcomes from published research
or to solidly position their own results in the context of previous works. At the same time,
the analysis of a small but highly representative sample of mobile text entry research for
non-impaired users revealed similar weaknesses but also practices which all text entry
researchers might want to consider taking into account, such as the use of computational
optimization to explore the design space or the use of the total error rate as a more reliable
metric for performance.

Addressing the issues uncovered in our review may involve various levels of diffi-
culty. For example, at the lowest level of difficulty, addressing some of the omissions in
the reporting of a study’s design and results only requires following a few good exam-
ples of previously published research or taking up advice such as that published in [96].
More consideration for user input or computational optimization during the design process
requires more time and further effort on behalf of the researchers, but it is definitely possible
to achieve. The issues of low participant numbers, the use of validated non-English phrase
sets or the establishment of common reporting standards (i.e., common metrics) are exam-
ples of issues which are harder to address. To improve the participant numbers, researchers
might consider sharing developed prototypes with other research teams globally in order to
perform parallel experiments. This would not only increase the participant counts but also
the geographic and cultural diversity in studies. More work following up on [100,101] is
needed to source and validate non-English phrase sets for text entry not just for the needs
of studies involving persons with vision impairment but the wider text entry community.
Finally, agreeing on a common set of metrics (some of which might be considered manda-
tory) might require concerted efforts across the global research community or, at the very
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least, leading by example from prominent members who should ensure that these metrics
are not just consistently used but also justified in all their future publications.

We hope that our findings may inspire future researchers to become more proactively
involved in this important, interesting and valuable field of text entry research for VIBPs,
since it appears to currently be understudied, and presents fertile ground for exploration
and innovation with a potentially large positive impact. We also hope that our findings
may inform future work in the domain of mobile text entry and guide researchers toward
a more considerate approach in both the methodological aspects of their work and the
standards of reporting research in publications.
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